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Formed for those with an aspiration to think big and those who are encouraged by all things larger
than life, Puri the diplomatic greens Prive typifies lifestyle living in a whole new way. Puri Diplomatic
Greens residential project in the fast growing part of Sector 110 A, DWARKA â€“ GURGAON
EXPRESSWAY, Gurgaon, has easy connectivity to the city through an efficient public transport
system.

A fully - equipped gated community, Puri Diplomatic Greens Prive comprises the best of everything
the world has to offer, right at our doorstep. This is in adding to the picturesque horizon, the cool
vista and the comforting ambience all around.

So, experience the gemstone of Haryana and the dawn of a new era of living in Gurgaon. The
extensive city that thereafter opens up is filled with a life that is enthused by all things grand and
opulent. With extensive tree-lined roads, gardens, sculptures and grand roundabouts dotted all long,
residents will be astonished at the attention to detail Puri Constructions keep in mind while building
the city of our dreams. The abundant green spaces everywhere imparts character to the central
theme park, and the children's parks and play area means even your little kids get to play it big!

New residential project in sector 110A Gurgaon encompasses the finest layouts and spells aesthetic
elegance in every one of the apartments available on this prime real estate, with a centralized estate
management and maintenance system in place, our life at diplomatic greens Dwarka expressway
promises to be our dreams come true.

The ancient age where purity filled the air and sunlight was even brighter. Puri Construction Group,
the Real Estate Developer in NCR brings you Puri Diplomatic Greens, situated beautifully at an
ideal location of Dwarka Expressway offering a tranquil life comprising residential villas and
luxurious apartments with home automation in Gurgaon.

This residential project in Gurgaon spells pure feeling of luxury. The location itself is a combination
of attractiveness and opportune. Lush green surrounding presents with tranquility and its closeness
to all major destinations makes it an ideal location to beat.

Puri diplomatic greens Prive Villas sector 110a spells sheer opulence. In a striving to present you a
way of life closer to innovation, Puri Dwarka expressway Gurgaon is packed with stylish amenities
and features. The apartments & villas are luxurious and emanate broad luxury and pleasure. Its
high-class design allows sufficient privacy. They are spaced out politely and leave no room for
awkward residences. To know more about Puri Diplomatic Greens Prive Apartment please dial: -
+91 9811 999 666.
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Find here information about a Puri Diplomatic Greens Prive Villas & Information about a Puri
Diplomatic Greens Prive. Call us for booking and more inquire +91 9811 999 666.
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